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Release of Validation Kits for Industrial Use IoT
WirelessGate, Inc. (Head Office: Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo; Founder and CEO Takehiro Ikeda;
hereinafter “WirelessGate”), a wireless broadband service provider, announces that progress has
been made at LTE-X Inc. (Hereinafter “LTE-X”), its subsidiary, in the company’s wireless business
domain.

LTE-X, which established a system that provides a high-speed, large-capacity, and secure
communication system at low cost by utilizing the LTE over Wi-Fi technology, has been validating
the effectiveness of the system.
LTE-X had received requests for the supply of a validation kit from a client candidate that is
considering the development of new IoT-based products and services and from a company that
desires to build a business collaboration with LTE-X. The kit has been developed and will be
released at the end of this month.

■ Details of the validation kit
・SDK for Linux, LTE-X agent software for clients
(Android- and Windows-based SDK will be released in due course)
・Two units of client terminals (both wired/wireless versions)
(incorporating the LTE-X agent software for clients)
・One unit of an Wi-Fi access point terminal (FON AP)
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・One unit of an Edge eNodeB device (incorporating the LTE-X agent software for networks)
・Cloud-type EPC access authorization (for ten terminals)
・One set of user manuals

■ Sales price of the validation kit: 1,000,000 yen (excluding taxes)

■ Contact information for purchase: Sales division of LTE-X Inc. sales@lte-x.co.jp

■ Configuration of the validation kit

Future prospects
At this moment, this project will have a limited effect on WirelessGate’s consolidated financial
results for the year ending December 31, 2017. Any impact on the prospects of the company’s
consolidated performance due to large orders as a result of progress in the business, among other
factors, will be promptly disclosed.

WirelessGate will make a reliable wireless broadband environment accessible to everyone by
leveraging communication services that the company provides as an aggregator (integrated
wireless carrier). With a goal of empowering Japanese industries with IoT provided through LTE-X,
it will expand its services to make secure, high-speed, and large-capacity IoT platforms widely
available, thereby helping Japan to lead the world again in many industries.
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Reference: Consolidated earnings forecast for the current year (announced on February 13, 2017)
and the results of the previous consolidated fiscal year
Consolidated

Consolidated

Consolidated

Net income attributable

net sales

operating profit

ordinary profit

to owners of the parent

Consolidated earnings
forecast of the current year

13,097 million yen

650 million yen

513 million yen

336 million yen

12,239 million yen

1,250 million yen

1,098 million yen

693 million yen

(December 2017)
Consolidated performance of
the previous fiscal year
(December 2016)
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